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Capitalising on the
mobile ‘promised land’
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Entrepreneurs jumping onto mobile shopping
bandwagon to cash in on its increasing popularity
WITH smartphones
and tablets being the
rage with consumers
these days, the
mobile platform is
increasingly seen as
the “promised land”,
by Calyn Yap
an emerging market
with immense
potential that will drive the future of
e-commerce.
It has opened up vast opportunities
for entrepreneurs, with many jumping
into the market with innovative business
ideas. But whether local entrepreneurs
are able to hit the jackpot in this highly
competitive environment remains to be
seen.
FocusM talks to several industry
players to find out more about the possibilities of mobile and e-commerce, and
what it takes to succeed.
Malaysia does have an advantage
when it comes to mobile shopping. Last
year, global rankings show Malaysia
claiming the sixth position when it
comes to the number of people using
mobile devices to shop online.
Data from MasterCard’s latest Mobile
Shopping Survey show Malaysia ranked
third in mobile shopping growth in the
Asia-Pacific region, after Taiwan and
India. The country posted a growth of
more than 20% to 45.6% last year from
31.5% the previous year. The key factor
behind this is the growing number of its
citizens accessing the internet via mobile
phones, which has risen steadily from
81.2% in 2012 to 94.6% last year.
Other contributing factors include
increased availability of mobile applications (apps) that make shopping easy
(46.2%), the ability to shop on-the-go
(44.8%) and the convenience of using
a mobile phone (42.4%). Those that
have not used mobile phones for online
shopping cited preference for shopping
via PC or laptop (77.7%), at an actual
store (61.4%) and through tablet devices
(48.3%).
The top three categories of items
purchased via mobile phones include
clothing and accessories at 26.2%, airline
tickets (23.3%) and phone apps (23.3%).
Current levels of usage suggest a
good degree of familiarity as mobile
banking apps took the lead with 38.2%,
followed by in-app shopping (24.4%)
and in-social network marketplace apps
(20.6%).
All eyes on e-commerce
The growth and potential of the
e-commerce market – both via mobile
apps and desktop – for Malaysian and
Singaporean consumers is such that
even China’s largest online shopping
giant, Taobao Marketplace, is making
efforts to localise its experience via new
customised features and services for
these users.
Moreover, the industry will get a further boost as Budget 2016 has allocated
RM1.2 bil under the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission
to offer high-speed broadband internet
to rural areas.

Kim says the
RM1.2 bil
allocation under
Budget 2016 to
offer high-speed
internet to rural
areas will boost
e-commerce

Percentage of respondents
who have made a purchase
via smartphone (Asia-Pacific)
China
India
Taiwan
Thailand
Indonesia
Korea
Malaysia
Vietnam
Hong Kong
Singapore
Philippines
Japan
New Zealand
Australia

2014

2013

2012

70.1
62.9
62.6
58.8
54.9
53.8
45.6
45.2
38.2
36.7
34.0
25.8
20.7
19.6

59.4
47.1
45.2
51.2
46.7
47.6
31.5
34.9
40.0
31.4
32.8
22.9
15.0
24.8

54.1
30.3
28.2
51.0
54.5
40.2
25.4
33.7
40.9
39.8
21.4
25.8
18.2
18.7

Source: MasterCard Mobile Shopping Survey
(released July 27, 2015)

“This support will help amplify the
growth of mobile shopping and ‘mobile
first’. As this is quickly becoming an
emerging driver for e-commerce, having
seamless and fast internet connectivity
will allow more Malaysians to use their
mobile devices to head online and shop,”

SMEs in e-commerce have
increased significantly last year,
based on the number of SMEs
that participated in this year’s
#MyCybersale, says Ng

says online marketplace 11street CEO
Hoseok Kim.
Initiatives to improve logistics infrastructure within the country through
an improved rail transport network and
highways by next year will also be a boon
to the e-commerce industry, as faster
and more effective delivery services can
be enjoyed by sellers and consumers.
“These allocations are certainly a
step in the right direction to positively
enhance support and grow the e-commerce market. This will further bolster
the industry, which is growing rapidly in
the country at 30% compounded annual
growth rate,” he adds.
Businesses receptive to change
The figures show positive growth for
the e-commerce industry as a whole,
and that Malaysians are receptive to
using new mobile technologies in the
future. But are businesses adapting to
the change in consumer behaviour?
The latest statistics on e-commerce
seems to indicate local businesses
are leveraging on this. According to
figures released by the Multimedia
Development Corp (MDeC) for the
#MyCyberSale 2015, touted to be the
country’s largest online sale, the gross
merchandise volume (GMV) for this
year’s event was RM117.7 mil, a 75%
increase over the previous year.
Further, RM61 mil of the total GMV
came from SMEs, around 2.5 times
more compared to last year.
A total of 393 e-commerce
retailers (eTailers) took part
in the event, a 40% increase
from last year. Significantly,
364 of that number were SMEs
with more than 6,000 SMEs
participating via e-marketplaces
such as Lelong.my, Lazada, and
11street.my.
MDeC chief operating
officer Datuk Ng
Wan Peng says,
“Not only did we
exceed our RM100
mil target, we were
encouraged to see
higher participation and bigger
GMV from SMEs,
an incredible

150% increase from last year.”
For Rakuten Malaysia, the proportion
of mobile traffic to Rakuten Online
Shopping has grown steadily since the
launch of its mobile-optimised version
in 2013. It now constitutes roughly 50%
of Rakuten’s traffic, and there is potential
in growing the business within mobile,
says Rakuten Malaysia country head
Takashi Watanabe.
In-house data show mobile traffic
can increase by up to 60% during
major promotional campaigns such
as Rakuten’s Super Sale and MDeC’s
MyCybersale.
He points to the new trend of “mobile
first” catching on across the Asia-Pacific,
where online users are accessing the
internet via mobile only, and adds the
Rakuten is expecting more retailers to
invest in mobile-retailing and marketing.
“These trends are gathering pace in
a bid to capitalise on the fast-growing
mobile commerce segment, in order
to deliver a seamless experience across
multiple platforms. We expect more
merchants to embrace mobile as part
of their overall e-commerce marketing
strategy,” Watanabe adds.
However, he does not believe that
websites should be completely sidelined
in favour of mobile. According to the
Google Consumer Barometer, 74% of
Malaysians do product research on desktops before they commit to a purchase,
which is why he believes that
websites are still integral to the
online shopping experience
as a whole.
He says, “Mobile apps are
definitely a space to watch.
The upward mobile trend
today creates a new path for
the e-commerce industry in
Malaysia, whereby merchants
Continues
on page 39
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Rakuten expects
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part of their
e-commerce
marketing
strategy
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are recognising the potential it brings
by having the ability to connect with
customers anytime, anywhere.”
It is not only the larger companies
that are taking notice of the trend, as
start-ups and smaller companies are
leveraging specifically on the mobile
platform to reach out to customers.
Mobile app users
When local mobile marketplace Shoppertise first started last year, 18% of its
sales in the Shoppertise Marketplace
came from mobile app users. This year,
it has almost tripled to 55% and the
number is still growing.
“Today, SMEs no longer have
a choice [of] whether to go online
or not. The question is how well
you’re doing online, and are you
reaching out to mobile consumers?” says its creative founder
Christine Liew.
She echoes Watanabe’s opinion
that shopping on websites will still be
relevant, with the caveat that the website is built on a responsive and
mobile-friendly platform.
Although she says
there is a clear shift
towards the mobile
world, it does not make
business sense for new
entrepreneurs that are
just starting out to build

THESE days, businesses are evolving from
mere brick-and-mortar models. It is no longer
necessary to own a physical store to sell products or services as e-commerce becomes a
more viable option for all forms of businesses,
especially SMEs.
Malaysia External Trade Development
Corporation (Matrade) CEO Datuk Dzulkifli
Mahmud believes that e-commerce encourages cross-border relations and provides an
avenue for businesses to go global. He shares,
“This is one of the platforms for SMEs, women
with kids and young entrepreneurs to leverage
current technology. We believe that it’s the
best option now because it’s cheap and fast.
Unfortunately, the figure for e-commerce
businesses is still low in Malaysia but we have
to look at this in a positive light.”
There is a big push to get SMEs to be part
of the eTRADE programme by Matrade under
Digital Malaysia. A joint collaboration with
Multimedia Development Corp (MDec), the
programme is targeted at accelerating exports of
SMEs by promoting their subscription to wellknown and reliable e-marketplaces abroad.
In an effort to encourage more SMEs to be
a part of eTRADE, each successful candidate
will receive an e-voucher to partially fund the
cost of the listing/subscription fee for online
marketplaces worth RM1,000 or RM2,500.
Since its inception in October 2014, a total of
372 SMEs have been approved and received
their eTRADE e-vouchers, enabling them to be
on international online marketplaces.
Looking at the Malaysian landscape, there
are many existing platforms, such as Lazada
and Zalora, promoting e-commerce. Dzulkifli
is taking things further by talking to international marketplaces like Amazon and e-Bay.
For Malaysian companies that are still not
familiar with e-commerce, he believes that it is
time to organise more awareness programmes.

their own branded mobile app with
e-commerce features.
“Marketing plans and strategic partnerships are very important to establish
your position in the market, and all of
this put together will be hard to justify
the costs involved,” she says.
Based on her experience, she feels
the best way to establish a brand and
roll-out in the market is by leveraging on
the traffic and distribution from existing
marketplaces.
“It’s the most effective way to
promote your products
and grow your organic
search ranking at almost
no cost to you. Think
about this – do you
know anyone who
downloads an app
just to buy a T-shirt
or a handbag?” she
questions.
This is the
reason Shoppertise

contribution to e-commerce to the
convenience offered by the platform to
both buyers and sellers alike.
“It is easier to manage a web store
on mobile. You’ve immediate access to
buyers and communication becomes
easy as it’s an integrated direct-chatting
platform on-the-go,” he says.
When it comes to benefits, Ho
believes that it is the smaller merchants
that will benefit the most with mobile
commerce catching on. Typically, these
merchants sell at offline bazaars where
their pool of customers is drawn from
foot traffic.

Liew says SMEs can promote their
products online at low cost by leveraging
on traffic and distribution at existing
marketplaces

will continue to expand its mobile
commerce solutions with a focus on
design and simplicity, together with data
analytics to bridge small- to mid-size
businesses selling offline to online via
mobile.
For Shopee regional managing
director Ian Ho, the trend moving
forward is that online businesses must
have a mobile app as the statistics for
large e-commerce sites show more than
50% of transactions are done through
mobile.
He attributes the impressive
growth of mobile commerce’s
Ho says convenience is the main
driver of the mobile commerce
trend

Time to go global
Businesses in Malaysia, especially small and
medium-sized enterprises, should leverage
the availability of e-commerce to propel their
businesses to greater heights

Matrade CEO Datuk Dzulkifli Mahmud believes that e-commerce encourages cross-border
relations and provides an avenue for businesses to go global

Convenience of payment
Social media such as Facebook and
Instagram would boost sales, but not
having a platform that enables convenience of payment and logistics solutions
will hamper their ability to grow. This
is where mobile marketplaces such as
Shopee and Shoppertise come in.
By empowering small businesses
with smarter, safer and easier ways to
manage sales, inventory and customer
data, SMEs can focus on selling and
growing their businesses instead of
the technical mechanics of the mobile
platform.
“First, you need to provide an easy
platform for them to sell, and have good
payment and logistics systems. All sellers
had to do was to ensure they [in the case
of Taobao] fulfilled their orders and
Taobao brings the traffic to them.
“Both the platform and the sellers
grow together, and that’s what we want
to do. The vision for Shopee is to become
the Taobao of Southeast Asia, and I feel
we have a pretty good chance in Malaysia,” he says.

He adds, “People are always talking about the
challenges when it comes to e-commerce, like
people cheating you online. But by selling
things the normal way, that can happen too.
I feel that the most important thing we must
have is good ethics.
“At the end of the day, we don’t want people
to just buy things online, we want to sell and
export products and services online. The government has a logistics blueprint designed to
enhance logistics services for e-commerce so
delivery is more efficient.”
There is a concern that online exports will
be impacted owing to the ringgit’s depreciation
against the US dollar. But Dzulkifli remains
optimistic, noting that the currency exchange
behaves in a cycle. “It goes up and goes down.
But we want these businesses to use Malaysian
raw materials so that it’s cheaper,” he adds.
Once approved under eTrade, SMEs will undergo various training programmes provided
by credible marketplaces to equip them with
the right skills. For the online presence of SMEs
to be more effective, all businesses should be
backed up by dedicated staff to update product
information and images regularly, including
handling online enquiries from potential buyers in real time.
Matrade is currently collaborating with Alibaba.com through its B2B Alibaba.com Gold
Supplier Package and Matrade aims to increase
the export contribution to 23% in 2020 under
the SME masterplan.
SMEs in Malaysia that are export ready or
are already exporting are encouraged to visit
www.matrade.gov.my/en/etrade/ and register
for the eTRADE programme.

